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Lesson from the Youth
The beginning of April held an insightful week! We held 2 Spring Camps: starting
with a Men’s Camp and transitioning to a
Spring Teen Camp. We begin with the Men’s
Camp so they can do the work to get
everything setup for the Teen Camp. It works
out great as we get to spend some quality
time working together while learning about
our Great God and about each other.
During the Teen Camp we played a bunch of
team building games and initiatives. One
particular game stood out. In this game teams of two had to walk through the
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forest. The catch: one partner was blindfolded and received only verbal instructions
from the other on where to walk. No physical contact or “helping-hand” was
allowed. In not being able to see, they needed complete trust in the instructions
that were being told to them by their partner. As the coach I was able to watch the
following unfold: The younger teens had a way easier time trusting their partners
and they moved through the course with great speed. As the ages of the teams
increased, the slower they progressed
through the course. So much so, that I
even heard one leader, blindfolded,
say over and over, “I don’t wanna
break anything, I don’t wanna break
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anything!” I would love to say the
trust was there in their partner, it just
came with more skepticism and
doubt.
If I am truthful, as I get older I find the

Dessert Evening
God has surrounded us with an amazing and large support team
that we don’t always get a chance to connect with. Though we
try to meet with as many people and churches as possible, it has
proved to be difficult. In talking about what to do about this, we
decided to host a Ministry Dessert Evening at the end of March.
Our thought was to just share about all the things that
God is doing in Maskwacis. We had no idea what to expect
and were completely blown away and humbled by the
number of people that wanted to hear about what God is
doing! It truly was an uplifting evening for us! We are so
very grateful for all who blessed us with their attendance
that evening and still now bless us with their encouraging
words! Thank you as we partner together to bring this
amazing message of hope!

Family Corner
Taya arrived home safely from Nicaragua after being gone for 12 days. The team worked hard to get their portion
of the school project completed. It was great to hear the stories and, more importantly, see how God has touched
her heart for missions.
The rest of the kids are still doing quite well. As we

Prayer Requests
We had a great Easter Celebration with a joint
service and large feast. Pray that the message
of Hope will be planted in the hearts of the
beautiful people of Maskwacis.
Continue to pray for our weekly ministries: SALT,
Pathfinders, Boys Group and Girls Group.
Prayer for all the families we work with that are torn
apart and broken by addictions.
Continue in prayer for guidance in realestate locations and directions.

To support this ministry financially, checks should be made
out to NAIM with Project #433 in the memo line.
Donations can also be made online at www.naim.ca/donate

